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The Journal of Anesthesia Essays and Researches ([aeronline.org](http://www.aeronline.org)) with the Pan Arab Federation of Anesthesia Societies with extreme sense of loss share the sad news of passing away of a prominent member of Anesthesia History Middle East Society Dr. Burhan Adeen Alabed. We stand today with the Department of Anesthesiology at Damascus University, Syrian Medical Association and the Syrian Society of Anesthesiologists, who announced the news of this great loss to the Faculty of Medicine, and to our Anesthesiology Colleagues in Syria and all over the Arab world, the passing away of one of a great pillars of anesthesiology, Professor Dr. Burhan Aden Alabed. He was one of the founders of new look anesthesia and pioneers of Syrian anesthesia. He had an international reputation as medical historian author of history articles over the years documented the Arab contributions to science and anesthesia. His role was a road map designer of the path of reaching the fact pure and simple. He contributed to humanity beyond any limit, and his works would continue to excite research and publication on anesthesia history in the Middle East. He will be remembered as a great, helpful teacher and editor of translated to Arabic of popular books.

Dr. Burhan Adeen Alabed has been remarkable historian who published pioneering reports about the history of anesthesia in our area.

He was one of the contributors of the book on the history of anesthesia in Arab and Islamic medicine-ancient and modern. He was on Editorial Board of Anesthesia Essays and Researches Journal, and Middle East Journal of Anesthesiology.

We express our sympathy on his loss to his lady wife Sabhat Al-Ajlani, his daughters: Bareaa, Nada, Maria, Azzah, and to immediate family members and share the loss with Syria, the land of greats, and the Arab world, the "cradle of civilization-as he used to describe it-and all the anesthesiologists of the world."
